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IStart UJolfnet communications protocol
>Enter ID: Noketsuna, Michi
>Enter Password: ########
ID and password accepted.
Welcome to Wolfnet Communications and Data Retrieval System, Harlech.
22 January 3059. 07:15 Outreach Standard Time (19:20 Terran Standard Time)
You have 1 mail message waiting . Do you wish to download? Y/N
>Yes

From:LDressel @ lllolfnet.Harlech.ffiil

Date: Sun. Zl Jan 5059 ZlL9:Zl OST lll:5L:Zl TSTI
ffiessage·ld:<ll55@UJolfnet.Harlech.ffiil>
To: mnokelsuna@UJolfnet.Harlech.ffiil
Subject: EKJ1lorer Corps
Lines: lZ
Major Noketsuna,
Agent Lasadh has obtained a copy of ComStar's latest Explorer Corps briefing document. Though much of it is
only of interest to new members of the Explorer Corps, some sections provide valuable insights into Corps operations, as well as hints of their progress toward discovering the Clan homeworlds.
I have uploaded a copy of the briefing onto the Wolfnet mainframe for annotation, and also forwarded ComDatlinked copies to the Commander, General Wolf and Fleet Captain Chandra.
Lars Dressel
Captain, ComStar Analysis Division
Wolfnet
Access Linked Document? Y/N
>Yes

End communications protocol!
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INTRODUCTION

Flush with funds , equipment and personnel , the new
Explorer Corps now ranges across the fringes of known space
and beyond. Though Explorer Corps units may take on many
missions, they are dedicated to a single overriding cause-finding the Clan homeworlds and taking the war to the enemy.
Explorer Corps is a campa ign sourcebook for the
BattleTech, MechWarrior and BattleSpace game systems.
The various sections of background material-Overview, The
Modern Corps, Notable Personalities, Life in Space and
Denizens of the Deep Periphery-trace the development of
the Explorer Corps and provide detailed information on all
aspects of life as a Corps member, from living in space to dealing with long-lost colonists on alien worlds . The four rules sections offer new and expanded rules for integrating Explorer
Corps characters and scenarios into BattleTech, MechWarrior
and BattleSpace campaigns, and for playing mercenary units
on Explorer Corps missions. The rules sections also include
new vehicles , ships and a new MechWarrior archetype.
Depending on the type of ~xplorer Corps campaign they
wish to run , players and gamemasters will need BattleTech
Compendium: The Rules of Warfare, Mechwarrior: Second
Edition, and/or the BattleSpace rulebook . Players may also
find the Periphery sourcebook and the Mercenary's
Handbook: 3055 useful.

In 2784 , General Aleksandr Kerensky led the military
forces of the fallen Star League on their epic Exodus away from
the Inner Sphere. Centuries later, their descendants-the formidable warriors known as the Clans-returned to the worlds their
forefathers had left, determined to found a new Star League by
conquest. For nearly three years , no Successor State army
could stop the Clan juggernaut, until ComStar's Com Guards
battled the combined Clans to a standstill on the backwater
world of Tukayyid . The subsequent truce gave the Inner Sphere
fifteen precious years of breathing space , in which most of the
Successor States beefed up their defenses in preparation for a
renewed Clan onslaught.
Theodore Kurita of the Draconis Combine , however, was
not content with defense. Instead, he sought to take the offensive-specifically, to discover the location of the Clan homeworlds so that Inner Sphere forces could attack them. He found
an enthusiastic ally in ComStar, whose own Explorer Corps
division had run across the Clans in 3048 and inadvertently triggered the Clan invasion . Together with ComStar's Primus,
Sharilar Mori, Theodore began hiring top-flight mercenary units
and adding elements of the Draconis Combine Mustered
Soldiery to ComStar's exploratory force .
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Service would draw qualified personnel from all branches of the
organization to fill specific roles and would be equipped with its
own commanders and bureaucracy .
Leadership of the corps fell to the newly appointed Di rector
of the Explorer Service (DES), who reported to the Pri mus and
the First Circuit. The first DES , appointed in December 2959,
was Precentor Theta XI Sergei Gavilov, a JumpShip commander. Over the next year, Gavilov spent every working hour
assembling personnel and equipment from other branches of
ComStar, most notably ROM and the newly formed ComStar
Guard and Militia, to form the new Explorer Service. By late
2960 , the initial exploratory teams had been organized and
trained. On 24 February 2961 , the Explorer Service's first vessel , the Providence, jumped from the planet Lands End into the
Periphery, marking the official start of the Explorer Service missions.
Under Gavilov's leadership , the Explorer Service established an aggressive exploration program. In addition to searching for Kerensky's fleet, the service also concentrated on discovering and "bringing back into the fold" the populated worlds of the
Deep Periphery . Generally , ComStar informed the Successor
States of those re-discovered worlds nearest the Inner Sphere,
but it kept information about many others secret. (In recent years,
ComStar has declassified information about re-discovered worlds
lying up to 1,500 light-years from Terra . The most detailed of
these reports describe populated star systems within 750 lightyears of Terra, but the bulk of these briefs remains classified .)
Gavilov remained DES until 2977 , when ill health prompted
him to stand down . He was replaced by Precentor Xi X III
Athena Heath , who had been one of the crew members on the
Endurance, the fourth Explorer Service vessel. (It was Heath
who first referred to the Explorer Service as the "Explorer
Corps ," a descriptive that eventually became the more widely
used name for the ComStar branch.)
Under the Heath regime , the Corps also began to mount
purely scientific missions. In 2982, for example , the Explorer
Corps vessels Fortitude and Discovery traveled to the M-class
Orion Nebula, more than 1,600 light-years from Terra . At the
time, the trip represented the farthest a manned voyage had
ventured from Terra . The two vessels spent three months onstation gathering astronomical data. In 3002 , the ECV Herschel
visited the Sador (Gamma Cygni ) system , 815 light-years from
Terra, on a similar scientific mission . The crew spent six weeks
studying the F-class star before traveling the short distance to
the Cygnus X-1 binary system , a spectacular phenomenon consisting of a black hole and a visible supergiant primary . The
flow of matter from the supergiant to the black hole creates a
massive accretion disc around the hole and generates a vast
outflow of X-ray radiation . Though this radiation forced the
Herschefs crew to observe the system from a distance, they
learned a great deal of valuable information about X-ray stars
and black holes.
Heath died in off ice in 3021 . She was succeeded by
Sumire Hiyama, a quiet, soft-spoken woman who was born on
the Terran island of Kyushu and attended Waseda Daigaku in
the Tokyo Metroplex, where she received a doctorate in astro-

The origination of the Explorer Corps must be credited to
Ad rienne Sims, Ninth Primus of ComStar. An aggressive , ambitious member of the organization , Sims took command of
ComStar in the spring of 2947, shortly after the tragic death of the
Eighth Primus , Holl is York , at the Sandhurst Royal Military
Academy. The early years of Sims' tenure were uneventful but in
the late 2950s the Primus began to be tormented by nigh~mares
and visions of a horde of strange monsters-the metallic viper,
the emerald birds of death, the demon horses , and the six-legged
bear among others-that would destroy the Inner Sphere.
Initially , the members of the First Circuit were quite distressed by the Primus's visions and persuaded her to take a sixmonth leave of absence an d seek professional psychological
counseling at the Rampton Clinic in the British Isles . The clinic
doctors found no signs of psychological dysfunction in the Primus,
but they did put the Primus through a stress-relief program .
Despite their efforts, Sims continued to experience the apocalyptic
nightmares and visions . Eventually , Sims's oppon ents leaked
news of the Primus 's visions to all ComStar personnel , hoping to
discredit her. In fact, their scheme produced the opposite effect. A
great many ComStar members had been attracted to ComStar by
its pseudo-mystica l trappings; these individuals interpreted Sims's
visions as a sign from Blake himself and began hailing the Pri mus
as a prophet.
Her power base within ComSta r strengthened by the acceptance of her visions, Prim us Sims addressed the First Circuit in
November 2959 to propose the formation of a new bra nch of
ComStar-the Explorer Service . This new organization would
explore beyond the Periphery, scouting and mapping the star systems it found . But more importa nt, the Explorer Service would
search for the Exodus fleet of General Aleksandr Kerensky . That
fleet, she pointed out during her impassioned speech , constituted
the only real threat to ComStar. If Kerensky's Star League army
returned unexpectedly to the Inner Sphe re , she warned , ComStar
would most likely lose its present position of power. Therefore ,
gathering information on the whereabouts of Kerensky's fleet
would be the Explorer Service' s top priority . Responding to
Primus Sims's renewed popularity, the First Circ uit unanimously
supported her proposal.
The founding of the Explorer Service gave Primus Sims hope
that the future predicted by her terrible visions might somehow be
averted , but her ni ghtmares continued to plague her until she died
of natural causes in 2979.

THE EARLY YEARS
ComStar had made an earlier foray into deep-space exploration in 2825 when it mounted an unsuccessful mission to make
contact with the Minnesota Tribe , a mysterious group that raided
coreward areas of the Draconis Comb ine before disappearing
back into the Perip hery. An ad-hoc fleet of ComStar ships , commanded by ROM Precentor Emilo Travis, spent four months following the Tribe's path and charting the course as it went, eventually losing the trail spinwa rd of the Outworlds All iance. Unlike the
Minnesota Tribe task force , however, Primus Sims's new Explorer
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Much has been published over the years regarding Adrienne
Sims's visions. To date, nearly all accounts conclude that her visions
proved that Sims possessed "higher powers of the mind. " That she
reported having visions is undoubtedly true , but can these reports be
used to prove the existence of psychic phenomena?
The majority of investigations cite the fact that Sims could not
possibly have known of the existence of the Clans in 2969, and so
extrapolate that she must have possessed some sort of supernatural
in sig ht. Many so-called researchers, however, fail to note that the
Clans were founded in the early 2800s-some one hundred fifty
years before Sims's visions began. In fact, a number of people have
suggested that covert contact between the Clans and the Inner
Sphere-similar to modern contact between the Successor States
and Wolf's Dragoons-allowed limited kno wledge of the Clans' existence to pass into the Inner Sphere long before the invasion . Though
no conclusive evidence of such contact exists, early intelligence on
the fate of Kerensky's fleet seems well within the realm of possibility.
Another, more colorful theory abou t Sims's vis ions ce nters
around the so-called Not Named Clan-Clan Wolverine. One of the
twenty original Clans , Clan Wolverine advocated certain unClanlike
principles . such as free choice and democracy, which put them out
of ste p with Nicholas Kerensky's vis ion. The tension those ideas
caused between Wolverine and the other Clans erupted into a direct
confrontation in 2823, sho rtl y after the ruling Grand Council denied
the Clan Wolveri ne 's clai m to a Brian Cache. When Wolverine failed
in its attempt to overturn the council decision in a Trial of Refusal ,
Wolverine Khan Sarah McEvedy denounced Nicholas Kerensky as a
power-hungry madman. which prompted Kerensky to call for a Trial
of Grievance against McEvedy. Before the Grand Council could vote
on the matter. however, Clan Wolverine declared its independence
from the Clans and underscored th eir disda in for Kerensky by
destroying one of the Clans ' eugenics laboratories with a tactical
nuclear weapo n. In response . the Clans set out to ann ihilate the renegade Wolverines.
Though many respected historians believe that no Wolverines
survived the Clan death sentence, rumo rs persist of some escaping
from Clan space . Some individuals suggest that Wolve rine survivors
may have fled deeper into the Periphe ry or possibly back to the Inner
Sphere (w hi ch wo uld provide a satisfactory exp lanation of the
Minnesota Tribe incident in 2825) . According to conspiracy theorists,
these survivors then infiltrated ComStar and set in motion machinations to tri gger hostilities between their two primary foes-the Great
Houses of the Inner Sphere and thei r fellow Clan s-in the hope that
their enemies wo uld destroy one another.
One theory suggests that Sims , among others. was a Wolve rine
descendant whose "visions" were actual ly a calculated attempt to
foment hostilities betwee n the Great Houses and the Clans . Other
variations of th is theory suggest that Clan Wolverine somehow subverted a faction within ComStar, whic h in turn manipulated Sims or
simply orchestrated an elaborate campaign of disinformation to create and spread the story of the "visions."
While many people may find consp iracy theories more plausible
than the existence of psychic powers to exp lain Sims's vis ions, no
real evidence exists to support either explanation.
-Excerpt from I Want to Believe. by Pipe r Anderson , Tharkad
Press, June 3056.
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physics in 3011. Hiyama joined ComStar two years later, working in both the Omega (Research) and Beta (Scientific
Analysis) divisions before joining the Explorer Corps in 3017.
Her keen analytical mind and diplomatic relationships with her
co-workers helped her to rise swiftly through the ranks, and she
became Deputy Director of the Explorer Service in late 3020 .
During Hiyama's tenure as DES , the Corps expanded its
mission to include monitoring the exploratory missions of the
Great Houses and other parties in the Deep Periphery , a task
that the Corps continues to perform today. Some of these missions , mostly funded by the Federated Suns and Draconis
Combine , also took as the ir prime directive the search for
Kerensky's Exodus fleet, but none have succeeded in following
the trail for more than one hund red light-years. Other missions
have simply been attempts to locate new world s to colonize or
attempts to discover lostech . The Explorer Corps rarely interferes with such operations, though the Corps is authorized to dissuade explorers from surveying areas that may contain substantial lostech caches or other materials of particular importance.
The vast majority of "missions" to the Periphery, however,
consist of small , unscheduled operat ions carried out by
prospectors, fugitives or pirates. Because such small groups
tend to be self-sufficient and autonomous , the Explorer Service
perpetually experiences difficulty in effectively tracking and
infl uencing their actions. Additionally, such groups may easily
stumble on a site missed by a larger expedition , as was clearly
demonstrated in 3054 when scavengers discovered a fleet of
cached WarSh ips , JumpShips and DropShips rimward of the
Federated Commonwealth . Apparently , the fleet had been hidden in 3004 by Wol f's Dragoons , which sent a recovery force to
prevent the theft of the vessels. The Dragoons successfully
retrieved the sh ips, which instantly made the me rcenary group
one of the most powerful naval forces in the Inner Sphere .

cealing the true extent of the complex , but it appeared to cover
several square kilometers. Cutting through heavy growth to
force their way into one of the central buildings. the team mem bers quickly discovered evidence that the site had been a Star
League research facility.
Because the base was situated well beyond colonized
space , and thus was well removed from the radio "pollution"
generated by technological societies , the team initially concluded that the site had been used as a listening post for making
radio observations of the universe-though the comple x
seemed quite massive for such a simple role . Eventually the
team solved this puzzle when they investigated the base computers-still active after 250 years-and discovered that the
site , known as Columbus , had housed the Star League equivalent of the Explorer Corps , along with a substantial garrison .
The computers contained little information on the expedi tions that had departed from Columbus , but they did provide an
intrigl.!ing account of an encounter with an unidentified
JumpShip in 2755 . Apparently , the ship entered and spent several days surveying the Pegasus system , only to depart when
vessels from the Columbus garrison approached it. According
to the computer records , the unidentified vessel appeared
unarmed , did not deploy a jumpsail and was decorated with
intricate swirling designs and motifs.
Unsure about the nature of the ship , a large part of the
Columbus garrison hastily boarded their transports and set off
in pursuit. Their destination was not specified , but dish-alignment logs from the base's HPG transmitter ind icate that messages were sent to a number of systems spinward of Epsilon
Pegasus following the incident-possibly to the departed
troops . These transmissions ceased in late 2756 , but it was not
possible to discover the content of these messages because
the HPG 's message recorder had been removed when the
base was evacuated shortly prior to Kerensky's Exodus.

THE DISCOVERY O F COLU MBU S

The discovery of the abandoned Star League fa c ility
Columbus in 3023 represents the Explorer Service's greatest
achievement to date. The facility was discovered by an Explorer
Corps team aboard the ECV Von Braun, during a survey of the
Epsilon Pegasus system , some 780 light-years coreward of
Terra . Shortly after entering the system, the team determined
that Pegasus IV represented the most likely site of human habitation of all the system's planets. After surveying the planet
from orbit for two weeks , the team discovered signs of possible
habitation on one of Pegasus IV 's two northern continents .
Subsequently , the team dispatched a remote-operated probe ,
which confirmed the existence of runways , buildings and roads
but revealed no trace of inhabitants. Believing that they had discovered an abandoned colony , the team members prepared to
explore the site .
After landing approximately fifty kilometers south of the
complex , the team carefully approached the site . Initial reconnaissance missions confirmed that the site was manmade, with
ferrocrete buildings and roads , and that it was long deserted.
The native vegetation had overrun large areas of the site, con-

(Wolfnet rea l-time c ommunications mode :
I. Chandra: Given the location and the description of
th8 vessel, it seems likely that the " visitor " was a
JarnF61k JumpShip. The JarnF61k ore a fairly passive
group of Scandinavian colonists who settled several
worlds approximately 250 light-years spinward of
Columbus some time in the twenty-fourth century .
The Clans captured one o f the JarnF61k's ships in 2981
but dismissed the group as harmless. The information
we have does not suggest the JarnF61k are capable of
annihilating an SLDF combined-arms regiment.)
After cataloguing and removing several items of invaluable
lostech at the site , the Explorer Corps outfitted the Columbus
facility for use as a base , from which it launched a number of
coreward missions .

THE CLAN WARS
In 3029, Myndo Waterly assumed the Primacy of ComStar.
Apparently as a result of an old antipathy between the new
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Primus and DES Hiyama, Hiyama resigned from her post in
emptive invasion of the Inner Sphere . Shaken by Showers's
March 3031 . The nature of the friction between the two is
dramatic warnings and dire predictions , the Clan Khans
approved plans for Operation Revival , the Clan invasion of the
unknown , but shortly after resigning her post Hiyama also left
ComStar, never officially to be seen or heard from again .
Inner Sphere.
Kennedy Odumbe, a staunch Waterly
Unfortunately , the Clans' Operation
j" ................................................... -.............................................
loyalist , became the fourth DES.
Revival coincided with a lull in Explorer
Odumbe immediately instituted an
Corps activities , and so ComStar
expanded program of exploration misreceived no warning of the invasion
Li~ht
sions , which included the ill-fated
prior
to the Clan attacks on Periphery
Had the Outbound Light been follo wing a
Outbound Light mission.
worlds
such as Oberon VI and The
predetermined route , the Explorer Corps wou ld
The Outbound Light departed
Rock.
After
receiving telemetry of sevhave possessed a fairly accurate picture of the
from Bon e-Norman in the Federated
eral Periphery battles , Primus Waterly
most likely locations of the Clan homeworlds.
Commonwealth in June 3046, one of
instructed the Explorer Corps to make
Corps leaders have confidently speculated that
several Explorer Corps vessels
contact with the invaders before they
the Clan homeworlds must lie corewa rd of the
assigned to explore areas coreward of
entered the Inner Sphere.
Lyran Alliance or Draconis Combine, but the
the Inner Sphere and investigate any
The Corps' initial attempts to comOutbound Light 's irregular course of explostar systems their commanders
municate
with the Clans resulted in the
ration prevented the Corps from extrapolating
deemed promising. With three and
destruction
of two vessels , after they
the location of the homeworlds with any precihalf years ' worth of provisions on
failed
to
respond
to Smoke Jaguar chalsion. The Corps has learned its lesson ; no w
board , the vessel was not expected to
lenges
of
batchall.
But by November
every Exp lorer Corps vessel files a detailed
return before the summer of 3049. In
3049, Explorer Service vessels succeedfl ight plan before departing into the Deep
ed in establishing contact with the
the summer of 3048 , however, the
Periphery, so that search-and-rescue missions
Outbound Light jumped into Clan
invaders, and short ly thereafter ,
can retrace a lost shi p's path.
space above the Smoke Jaguar world
Precentor Martial Anastas ius Focht
What of the Outbound Light 's crew?
of Huntress. The Smoke Jaguar Khan ,
became
the ComStar ambassador to the
Contrary to some reports circu lated follo wi ng
Leo Showers , respo nded quickly ,
Clans.
In
all respects of deed , if not
the invasi on , the crew of the Outbound Light
ordering OmniF i ghters from the
intent
,
ComStar
allied itself with the
was not returned to ComStar. As near as can
Comitatus class JumpShip High
Clans
until
the
invaders'
true objectivebe established , the crew was taken as bondsGuard to seize the lightly armed
the
conquest
of
Terra-was
revealed .
men by Clan Smoke Jaguar. Unlike the Wolves
Outbound Light before it could
In the end , ComStar's use of the
and Ghost Bears, who released some of their
escape. Subjected to chemical interroCom Guard to achieve victory at
bondsmen after Tukayyid , the Smoke Jaguars
gation , the Explorer Corps crew proTukayyid effectively halted the Clan
have not seen fit to return the Corps personnel.
vided the Smoke Jaguars with the
advance. This triumph was marred ,
Clans' first solid information about the
however, by Primus Waterly 's ill-conJumpShip Name : Outbound Light (Merchant
ceived
attempt to seize control of the
Inner Sphere in years .
Class)
At the time of the Outbound Light
Inne
r
Sphere
and the schism that
DropShips: Knox (Union Class) , Golden Hind
incident, the Clans remained deeply
occurred
following
the implementation of
(Buccaneer Class)
divided about a proposed invasion of
Precentor
Martial
Focht's and Primus
Commander: Precentor Vincent Dupont
the Inner Sphere . A consummate
Sharilar Mari 's reforms . DES Kennedy
Crew Complement: 46 (all craft) plus a 7-man
politician , Showers immediately realOdumbe was one of many ComStar
Explorer Service team
ized that the appearance of the
members who chose to join the Word of
Mission Area : Free route , Corewa rd Operations
Outbound Light in Clan space and the
Blake,
leaving the Explorer Corps leadArea
information it yielded provided him
erless.
But more important, the costly
Current Status: Unknown
with an opportunity to increase the
battle
on
Tu kayyid and the schism
Current Location: Unknown ; probably
influence of the Smoke Jaguars on the
severely
weakened
the Com Guard and
Hun tres s, Clan Sphere (coordinates
dramatically
reduced
ComStar's revGrand Council and perhaps establ ish
unknown)
enues . As a result , ComStar leaders
himself as the supreme leader of the
Clans. After several successful days'
allocated their limited resources to
of interrogation , Showers appeared
rebuilding Com Guard at the expense of
before the Grand Council and masterfully described the inadother ComStar branches-including the Explorer Service. In the
vertent arrival of the ComStar ship in such a way that his fellow
end , Explorer Corps missions ground almost to a halt.
Khans became convinced that the Successor States were on
ALLIANCE WITH THE CRAGON
the verge of locating the Clan homeworlds and invading with a
Help for the Explorer Corps came from an unexpected
unified military fo rce. Showers insisted that the Clans could
source-Theodore Kurita , Gunji no Kanrei (Deputy for Military
ensure the security of the homeworlds only by launching a preAffairs) of the Draconis Combine.
~
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Then-Kanrei Theodore Kurita began, toward the end of the
Clan invasion, to formulate plans for seizing the initiative from
the invaders by launching a counterattack against the Clan
homeworlds . Kurita's ambitious scheme met with very little
interest and a complete lack of support from the rulers of the
other Successor States. By contrast, Primus Mori immediately
saw the potential of Kurita's plan , and instructed Precentor
Martial Focht to meet with the Combine Warlord on Luthien during Focht's tour of the Inner Sphere in July of 3052 to discuss
the details of this grand undertaking. Focht and Kurita finalized
a cooperative working agreement in December for the Explorer
Service to serve as a forward scout for a large-scale invasion of
the Clan homeworlds . Under this deal , the Explorer Corps
remained a part of ComStar, under the exclusive command of
Mori and Focht, with their missions funded by the Draconis
Combine. In exchange for this monetary support, the Corps
would pursue mission directives establ ished by Theodore
Kurita . In effect, the Corps became a mercenary force under
contract to the Draconis Combine , sparing Kurita the task of
assembling his own exploration fleet from scratch . At the same
time , the Carp's new primary goal-locating the Clan home-

worlds-represented a return to its original overall mission of
locating th·e remnants of Kerensky's Exodus fleet.
To supplement the Corps' assets and to streamline operations, House Kurita assigned a number of Draconis Combine
Admiralty ships to exploration missions and placed them under
the command of the Explorer Corps. ComStar and Kurita also
began contracting mercenary groups for service with the Corps.
In fact, the Kanrei's personal involvement in hiring troops for
this venture caused many rumors to circulate in the hiring halls
of Galatea, Solaris and Outreach , the most frequently heard
proposing that Theodore had "bought" the Corps from ComStar.
Kanrei Kurita gave his personal attention to this effort specifically in order to circumvent his father's infamous "death-to-mercenaries" order, which remained in effect at the time. By hiring
troops in his own name rather than under the auspices of the
Draconis Combined Mustered Soldiery, Theodore Kurita alone
shouldered the responsibility for defying the strictures against
freelance soldiers. Though these arrangements created a great
deal of tension between the Kanrei and the Coordinator when
the deals came to light, the end result was worth the increased
friction : the Explorer Corps began operations in the Deep
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specifics of the Carp's mission and facilities in what is now
Alliance territory, her apparent affiliation with two of ComStar's
greatest enemies forced the Corps to greatly reduce the number of missions staging from its bases along the
Lyran-Periphery border.
Then , barely five months after the Lyran secession , Clan
Jade Falcon forces invaded the coreward portion of the
Alliance. In an apparent attempt to disprove rumors of Falcon
weakness following the Falcon-Wolf War of Refusal and to provide her green troops with valuable combat experience, Falcon
Khan Marthe Pryde led her Clan on an invasive strike above
the truce line. Her first target was the planet Engadine , site of
one of the two Corps bases in the Alliance . Though the base
had not been used as a staging facility since the Lyran secession, its computer core contained substantial information on
Explorer Corps operations. Rather than risk the information
falling into Clan hands , Precentor Neve ordered his staff to
abandon the orbital facility . He then disabled safety circuits in
the primary fusion plant and triggered an overload that com pletely destroyed the facility.
Meanwhile, Word of Blake forces moved against Terra ,
using stealth and deception to strike a decisive blow. Though
Com Guard defenders inflicted considerable casualties on the
invaders, successfully evacuated the Primus and retained control
of Titan, the Word of Blake forces seized control of ComStar facilities on Terra, Venus, Mars and Luna .
The Word of Blake taking control of the Explorer Corps facilities on Terra along with other ComStar facilities ultimately constituted only a minor loss. DES 0 Bhaoil's decision to retain command of the Coreward Operations Area when he assumed the
Corps directorship prompted the Explorer Service to move both
the Coreward Operations and DES staff members to Columbus
in 3053, which greatly reduced the damage of losing the Terra
facility. Additionally , the withdrawing Com Guard troops sabotaged and set booby traps in the Terra facility before abandoning
it, thus ens~ring that the Word of Blake forces gained little or no
information regarding Corps operations from the facility.
The worst consequence of the disaster at Terra is that
ComStar can no longer use its shipyards on Titan because of
the close proximity of an active enemy force. At present, essential maintenance on Explorer Corps vessels is being carried out
in the Draconis Combine and at the Com Guard fleet facility at
Luyten 68-28. Word of Blake forces also executed diversionary
raids on ComStar shipyards at Luyten and Ross 248 during the
Terra offens ive, effectively delaying the completion of the
Corps ' Fas/ane class maintenance vessels. These ships are
only now be ing finished and beginning to arrive in the
Periphery, several months behind schedule.
Despite these hindrances, the Explorer Corps has successfully continued to perform its scientific and exploratory
duties and now seems on the verge of its greatest triumphlocating the homeworlds of Kerensky's descendants and the
Inner Sphere's fiercest enemies , the Clans.

Periphery with renewed strength and purpose , and Theodore
accomplished his objective without denuding the strength of the
DCMS.

SEARCH FOR
THE HOMEWORLOS
In January 3053, ComStar command appointed a new DES
to oversee the revitalization of the Explorer Corps-Precentor
Padraig 0 Bhaoi l, a member of the Corps for more than thirty
years. Unlike his predecessors , 0 Bhaoil took a much more
active role in the operations of the Corps , choosing to serve as
Commander of Coreward Operations as well as Corps directora decision that would ultimately prove to be of great benefit.
In the early months of 3053, however, 0 Bhaoil primarily
concerned himself with the Explorer Corps' first priority: establishing forward bases at the Inner Sphere- Periphery border and
in the Deep Periphery itself. Though House Marik's sympathetic
position toward Word of Blake prevented the Corps from establishing bases along the Free Worlds-Periphery border, the
Corps successfully established bases on other Successor
State-Periphery borders. The Corps established its initial operations on the Draconis Combine-Periphery border , while
Precentor Martial Focht successfully persuaded Archon Melissa
Steiner Davion and her son , Prince Victor Steiner-Davion , to
allow the construction of Explorer Corps facilities at Engadine
and Hal ifax in the Federated Commonwealth , though they
offered no aid for the facilities .
For its first Deep Periphery base, the Explorer Corps decided to upgrade the Columbus facility at Epsilon Pegasus .
Situated some 270 light-years coreward of Nowhere in the
Draconis Combine , the Corps had been using the base as a
stepping stone for missions into the Deep Periphery for the previous thirty years. In spring of 3053, advance parties of Dracon is
Combine and ComStar engineers arrived at the base and began
rebuilding and upgrading Columbus to prepare it for use as a
forward operational facility. Six months later, work on the facility
was complete and Explorer Corps command and analysis staff,
along with a complete aerospace wing , began arriving on-planet.
In the intervening five years , numerous missions have
departed Columbus and other facilities , pursuing their primary
mission of locating the Clan homeworlds. No team has yet succeeded in this mission, but it seems likely that such a discovery
cannot be far off, though the greatest obstacle to this achievement may lie in the Inner Sphere itself. In the past year, several
events in the Inner Sphere have come perilously close to disrup ting Corps operations. First, the Lyran territories seceded
from the Federated Commonwealth and formed the Lyran
Alliance. The ruler of this new state is the intelligent, beautiful
Katherine Steiner-Davion , who prefers to be known as Katrina
Steiner (most likely in order to conjure memories of her famous
grandmother). We possess confirmed reports that this young
woman has been in communication with Thomas Marik, and are
pursuing rumors of communications with Khan Vlad Ward of
Clan Wolf. Though it is unlikely that Katherine knows any
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